Revised process for General Education Council’s consideration of the recommendations of the General Education Advisory Group

*Endorsed by General Education Council 10/19/12*

- **October 19**
  - Discuss known implementation questions
  - Discuss curriculum changes proposed by GEA and feedback received on those changes
- **November 16**
  - Make a motion to approve changes to the curriculum recommended in the GEA report
  - Discuss curriculum changes proposed by GEA and feedback received on those changes
  - Amend proposed changes as the Council sees fit
  - Take a straw poll to determine if there is majority consensus on the amended proposed changes
  - Move to postpone the question until the January meeting when we will have gathered feedback from the campus on implementation
- **December 7**
  - Discuss concerns about implementation
  - Discuss possible policies and procedures that could mitigate those concerns
  - Discuss adjustments to the curricular structure that could mitigate those concerns
- **February 1**
  - Make a motion to move the motion postponed in November back into consideration
  - Further discuss concerns about implementation and possible policies and procedures or adjustments to the curricular structure that could mitigate those concerns
  - Amend the motion on the floor as the Council deems necessary based on feedback about implementation
  - Vote on the amended motion
- **February-April**
  - If University College Council or AP&P has questions about or recommended changes to the curriculum changes that were passed by General Education Council on February, the Council will discuss those questions or recommended changes at their spring meetings and take actions as necessary

*During the period between November 16 and February 1, Council members will facilitate a robust discussion about implementation of the proposed changes with various affected groups across campus and convey the feedback and ideas they gather to General Education Council*